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Olivus Floris ⁎ Olive Oil Supplier
Nature did its magic. We perfected it.

Olivus Floris truly cares about supplying the best, the purest and the highest quality Extra-Virgin Olive Oils, Infused Extra-Virgin Olive Oils made with natural Herbs & Spices, Olive Tapenades, and Aromatized Pitted Olives. 
Our Olive Oil and olive based products are manufactured with thoughtful consideration and highly supervised standards to protect its essence and its natural fragrances: no solvents, no refining methods and no sensory defects.

Supplying true olive oils
Olivus Floris advocates a healthy lifestyle, respecting what nature provides in its raw, natural form.
Bearing in mind a more and more processed, industrial food manufacturing world, we understand the importance of manufacturing and preserving its natural form and, simultaneously testing and assuring the quality of our processes and food particularities. All products are non-GMO, high quality Bio & Extra Virgin Olive Oils and Extra Virgin Olive-based food.
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Environmentally sustainable practices, made in traditionally grown olive groves in Portugal.
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Supplier and wholesaler of certified, regulated and supervised Bio & Extra Virgin Olive Oils.







[image: alt]Raw & natural
Clear, golden olive oil juices made through cold pressed mechanical practices.































OUR PRODUCTS






INFUSED  extra virgin
olive oils







	



Garlic
	



Rosemary
	



Chili
	



Oregano
	



Mixed Spices






See more







BIO & EXTRA VIRGIN olive oils







	



250ml
	



500ml
	



3L
	



Other sizes






See more







TAPENADES & PITTED OLIVES







	



Green Olive Tapenade
	



Black Olive Tapenade
	



Green Pitted Olives










See more














Frequently asked questions











What products can Olivus Floris supply?


You can request us for a quote of the following products: Bio Extra Virgin Olive Oil, Extra Virgin Olive Oil, Extra Virgin Infusions, Olive Tapenades, and Pitted Table Olives, in multiple sizes and packaging options (glass, PET plastic, drums, cans, tins).

Olivus Floris will supply Olive Oil and olive based Products to distributors, retailers, importers, and the HORECA channel. If you’re interested, please submit your contact information here. For any further questions, bulk or private label concerns, please review the FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions) below or contact us via e-mail.












Explore the FAQ section
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WESTERN EUROPE OFFICES
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Portugal

Tâmega Park

Edifício Mercúrio, Fração AC

Agração – Telões

4600-758 Amarante
Phone PT +351 963 144 333

Phone DE +49 163 173 8855

Click to e-mail

______
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Portugal

Rua Luís Veiga Leitão 116,

C. C. Brasília, Loja 210

4050-339, Porto
Phone PT +351 963 144 333

Phone DE +49 163 173 8855

Click to e-mail

NORTH AMERICA TRADE REPRESENTATIVE
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United States of America

1280 Powerline Rd, 5.

Pompano Beach, Florida.

FL 33069 4332
Click to e-mail

SOUTH AMERICA & THE CARIBBEAN TRADE REPRESENTATIVE
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Venezuela

Oficina 15 G

Torre C – Piso 15

Centro Plaza, Avenida Francisco de Miranda, Chacao, Caracas
Phone +58 0412 8195197

Click to e-mail

______
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Colombia

OF 302

Carrera 13 #82-49

Bogotá
Phone +57 (317) 668-5321

Click to e-mail
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This website uses cookies to improve your experience. Cookie settingsACCEPT  REJECT
Privacy & Cookies Policy



Privacy Overview
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.
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Necessary

Always Enabled
Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information.





Non-necessary


Non-necessary

Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website.












     


  
        
  
  
































































































